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Then, most importantly, after describing the moment, I would write about its significance by connecting it to
some larger idea or meaning or characteristic about myself. You can get assistance with coming up with just
prompts, or the expert writers can do your entire application essay for you. Check out our Online course for
writing the personal statement. Share an essay on any topic of your choice. With the right prompts for your
application essay in mind, the sentences should easily flow out onto the paper. And in this case, your audience
does not think anything about your high school relationship sounds impressive. Why are students writing
about boring, tired out subjects? Avoid the urge to pen an ode to a beloved figure like Gandhi or Abraham
Lincoln. Winning or losing. Fortunately, colleges will think the same thing about you if you decide to
incorporate your love of literature into your essay. Whatever the case, you really cannot go wrong writing
about the literature you love, as your passion for it will shine through the pages. The lessons we take from
obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to later success. What do you see as the biggest challenge to
society and why? Think about it: talking about your love life seems deep. It can be one you've already written,
one that responds to a different prompt, or one of your own design. Choose this prompt if you have a
relevantâ€”and specific! Use the college's website and literature to do your research about programs,
professors, and other opportunities that appeal to you. What was the outcome? Describe the event or
accomplishment that shaped you but take care to also show what you learned or how you changed. What
prompted your thinking? Your answer should not be a book report. Prompt 3: Challenging a belief. After you
have prompts that can get you started, composing the rest of the essay should be fairly simple. Describe a
problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd
like to solve. The breakup A lot like dating a bad boy, this essay tempts you. Perhaps a philosophical text
really elucidates your current paradigm. You may not be able to find the time to think about a topic that is
going to make your essay application move to the top of the list. Or maybe you strive to write like a certain
author one day. Find this year's Common App writing prompts and popular essay questions used by individual
colleges. Admissions officers will see the futile attempt â€” and likely not find it amusing.


